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Abstract

The paper gives a new approach to construction of economic models,
based on applying the multidimensional continuum model to forecasting
the economic data dynamics. A model of multidimensional continua in
spaces of high dimensionality (more than three) is developed by the au-
thors. The model includes the integral conservation laws, describing the
informational data clusters, and also the kinematics and cluster defor-
mation models. The model of a deformable multidimensional cluster is
developed. The differential equations system describing the dynamics of
the deformable cluster motion is formulated. A numerical algorithm for
solving the system for the ellipsoidal model of multidimensional cluster
is suggested. An example of the model application to predict the eco-
nomic data dynamics is considered. The results of forecasting the data
on purchases of different consumer groups are shown.

Keywords: deformable cluster, economic model, multidimensional con-
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Introduction

In current economic praxis forecasting is the essential daily activity. In
the recent decades there were the number of mathematical models based on
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the statistical forecasting of buying behavior developed [9]. These models
usually try to impose some statistical dependencies on the dynamics of the key
performance indicators. Usually those methods can catch well the evolutionary
development but cease to perform in the presence of some external effects.

Another group of methods — methods of nonlinear intellectual data analysis
based on the search and formalization of inner patterns in the data and their
dynamics are also frequently used to simulate different processes in economics
[1, 2, 7, 8, 10]. Those methods can also catch the effects of evolutionary
changes and as well as serve well in the presence of external effects. However,
these methods usually need a big volume of input data.

The aim of this work is to elaborate a model for forecasting of big volume
economic data dynamics, for which the search of inner patterns of economic
behavior is made using the multidimensional deformable continuum mechanics
methods. The model of non-deformable rigid continuum was developed by the
authors in work [5].

Preliminaries and Main Results

Multidimensional Euclidean space of goods. Let there be a set of buy-
ers and the information about their purchases quantity. Let’s introduce the
Euclidean space En, where the coordinates xi of points x = {x1, . . . , xn} mean
a total number of good i bought or planned for purchase by one consumer for
time t, with i = 1, . . . , n, and xi ∈ R [5, 6]. Fixing the coordinates’ values
xi = X i of the same buyer for time point t = 0 and keeping these coordi-
nates for this buyer for arbitrary t > 0, we obtain the buyer’s motion law
x = x(X i, t) in En, which defines the Lagrangian-Euler description of buyers’
motion. Using the agglomerative hierarchical clustering [5, 6], we divide the
set of buyers at t =0 in En into groups (i.e. clusters) consisting of buyers with
a similar buying behavior. We assign to each cluster the bounding area V
in En. For an arbitrary t > 0, the area V (t) consisting of one and the same
points, i.e. buyers, in general, changes, in other words, deforms.
Conservation laws for data clusters in the multidimensional space.
Let’s pass from the discrete description of points to the continuum with the
introduction of the density function ρ(xi, t) = dM/dV , which is the ratio of
buyers’ quantity dM in the local area to the volume of this area dV . Then
M =

∫
V

ρdV is the quantity of buyers in cluster V . Let’s further consider the

case when M = const for all t > 0, this relation can be considered as the
mass M conservation law. Let’s introduce axiomatically the analogs of the
momentum and angular momentum conservation laws [4] for the cluster V . In
the economic sense these axioms can be stated as follows: 1) the change of
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total vector of the cluster purchase frequency
∫
V

ρvdV , where v = ∂x(X i, t)/∂t

is determined by the total force vector f of interaction with other clusters or
the external sources, 2) the change of momentum tensor of cluster purchase
frequency

∫
V

ρx× vdV is determined by the total moment of external forces:
d

dt

∫
V

ρvdV =

∫
V

ρfmdV +

∫
Σ

tΣdΣ, (1)

d

dt

∫
V

ρx× vdV =

∫
V

ρx× fmdV +

∫
Σ

x× tΣdΣ, (2)

where x × v is the vector product in En [3], fm = df/dM is the vector of
external mass force density that changes the local group purchase frequency,
tΣ = df/dΣ is the total vector of surface forces.
The model of deformable cluster. Let’s introduce the deformable cluster
model in the En space, which motion law is a superposition of cluster mass cen-
ter translational motion x0 = xi0(t)ei, and prompt-rotatory movement of the
whole cluster as a solid body around the mass center, and the cluster tension
or compression along the certain major axes O′pγ represented by tensor S:

x = x0 + S ·Q · x̃′, (3)
where xi0 is Cartesian (Euler) coordinate of a cluster mass center, x̃′ = X iei
is a radius-vector of a concerned point in the Lagrangian description, ei is
a Cartesian basis, Q = Qij(t)ei ⊗ ej is an orthogonal rotation tensor, and
⊗ is the tensor multiplication operator. Tension tensor S is supposed to be
symmetric and positively defined, and there exists real-valued proper basis pγ,

in which this tensor has a diagonal form S = Sji ej⊗ei =
n∑
γ=1

Sγpγ ⊗ pγ, where

Sjk are components of the symmetric cluster deformations matrix; Sγ are the
real positive eigenvalues of tensor S; pγ is the proper basis.

In this model we suppose that the only reason for change of distance be-
tween points in cluster (i.e. deformation) is the changing ratio between a
buyer’s financial reserve ê and its initial value ê0, that’s why the eigenvalues
Sγ are supposed to be axiomatically given: Sγ = Sγ(ê − ê0). In the simplest
case this relation is considered to be linear: Sγ = 1 +Aγ(ê− ê0), where Aγ are
coefficients. We suppose further that the major axes O′pγ of tension tensor S
are fixed relatively to the major axes of cluster inertia O′ē′γ.

The deformable cluster purchase frequency vector is defined by the formula
v = dx/dt = ẋ0(t) + (S ·Q)̇ · x′.

This formula can be also rewritten in the form
v = v0 + x̃ · W̃, W̃ = W + lnSJ , (4)

where v0 = ẋ0 is a motion velocity of a cluster rotation center, x̃ = x − x0

is a relative radius-vector, W = Q · Q̇T is a skew-symmetric vorticity tensor,
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and SJ is the Jaumann derivative [3] of a tension tensor. Formula (4) is a
generalization of the n-dimensional Euler formula for the velocities distribution
in the non-deformable multidimensional solid body.

The purchase frequency moments tensor for a deformable cluster can be
rewritten taking (4) into account as follows:

n−2m̄ =

∫
V

ρx× vdV = Mx0 × v0 + (WT · I) · ·nε + (lnSJ · I) · ·nε,

where nε = ei1...ine
i1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ein is the Levi-Civita tensor, ei1...in are the Levi-

Civita symbols, and (··) is the double scalar multiplication operator [3, 4],
I =

∫
V

ρx̃⊗ x̃dV is the cluster inertia moments tensor.

Plugging the formula (4) and the expression for n−2m̄ into the system (1)-
(2), we come to the Cauchy problem for a deformable cluster motion:

M
dv0

dt
= f̄ ,

dx0

dt
= v0,

d

dt
Q + Q ·W = 0,

d

dt
(WT · I) · ·nε +

d

dt
(lnSJ · I) · ·nε = n−2µ̃, (5)

t = 0 : x0 = x0
0, v0 = v0

0,
n−2m̄ = n−2m̄0,

where f̄ =
∫
V

ρfmdV +
∫
Σ

tΣdΣ + f̄p is the total vector of forces, and

n−2µ̃ =

∫
V

ρx× fmdV +

∫
Σ

x× tΣdΣ + n−2µ̃p

is a moment of the force tensor. These last two expressions include the addi-
tional force f̄p and the moment n−2µ̃p, which are generated by the additional
condition of non-negativity of purchase quantity vi = vi0 + x̃jW̃ i

j ≥ 0. Since
f̄p and n−2µ̃p depend upon W̃ and v0, the equations in (5) are connected and
don’t break up into separated groups. The third group of equations repre-
sents the n-dimensional Poisson equations. The fourth group in (5) can be
represented in the moving basis:

I ·WJ + WJ · I = W2 · I− I ·W2 + WS ·W −W ·WS + µ̃S + µ̃, (6)
where

WS = I · lnSJ − lnSJ · I, µ̃S = I · lnSJJ − lnSJJ · I,
and

µ̃ =

∫
V

ρ(fm ⊗ x̃− x̃⊗ fm)dV +

∫
V

ρ(tΣ ⊗ x̃− x̃⊗ tΣ)dΣ

are skew-symmetric tensors.
Application of the developed model to forecasting the dynamics of
economic data. The developed model was applied to analysis of experi-
mental data for a sales market with five price categories of large household
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Figure 1: The mass center motion for the cluster (tj are times)

appliances via online-shop (n = 5) in thirty months. The space En thus was
5-dimensional. In the studied period there were two waves of economic cri-
sis, so we took the effect of the crisis in the consideration as the influence of
external force. We executed clusterization of customers in En space at time
t = 0 using the agglomerative hierarchical clustering. For a motion analysis
of customers’ clusters, we applied the model of a multidimensional deformable
cluster. When modeling, we approximated a cluster with a multidimensional
ellipsoid (on this method of approximation and modeling we elaborated more
detailed in [5]).

The study of ellipsoids’ mass centers motion showed that this motion had
a linear form along all the goods’ axes xi in the space E5 (see Figure 1), when
there was no external forces influence as it followed from the model elaborated.
Under the external forces influence, the mass center motion trajectory changes
the slope angle, that also confirms the suggested theory.

Figure 2 shows the change of independent components of rotation matrix
Qj
i (t) calculated with the finite-difference method by the Poisson equations.

Initial values of Qj
i (0) were calculated through the calculation of eigenvectors

of the cluster inertia matrix I ij at t = 0. The change of the rotation matrix
components has an oscillatory behavior.

Figure 3 shows the graphs with the percentage of points inside the de-
formable n-dimensional ellipsoid for different time points and for different
methods of Qj

i (0) and Iji (0) initial data approximation: the method 1 con-
siders the density of points ρ in the cluster being defined; the method 2 defines
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Figure 2: Changing the independent components of the rotation matrix Qij = Qα
(α = 1, . . . , 10) for the cluster, calculated by the deformable cluster model
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Figure 3: The modeling accuracy for deformable clusters, when different calculation
methods were used: 1 — the n-dimensional balls method; 2 — the method of the
same weight of points; 3 — the normal distribution method; 4 — the method of local
groups
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the mass of a body being equal to the number of points generating the body;
the method 3 assumes the density ρ being defined by the normal law; the
method 4 calculates the integrals by the discrete set of points generating the
cluster. Taking into account the change of distance between cluster points de-
pending upon the customers financial reserve allows us to raise the precision of
the model in comparison with the model of a rigid cluster, where distances be-
tween points are considered to be unchanged in a whole time period [5]. The
model precision is reached, however not because of the excessive cluster in-
crease, as the maximum values of modeled ellipsoid’s semiaxes’ lengths do not
exceed the lengths of semiaxes of the ellipsoid calculated by the approximation
of data at each time point. The model precision rises with an increase of the
points being part of a cluster, that confirms that inclusion of financial reserve
information into the model makes it more realistic. The precision reaches its
highest value with the usage of the initial data for Qj

i (0) and Iji (0) calculated
by the methods with averaging (i.e. methods 2 and 3). The deformable cluster
method demands more input information than the rigid cluster model [5] —
one need to put into the model the data for a customers’ financial reserve and
its impact on the change of purchase quantity. In the cases when this infor-
mation is not available, the rigid cluster model can be more preferable. For a
more precise forecast of the data dynamics, the deformable cluster model can
be recommended.

Conclusions

We developed the cluster–continuum model to describe the development
of economic mass sales market. The model includes methods of construction
of clusters with a great number of consumers, the passage to the continuum
description and the generalized model of continua motion in a multidimensional
space. The model of deformable consumers’ clusters has been worked out,
general differential equations have been derived which describe the motion of
clusters in the sales’ market and the deformation of the cluster depending on
customers’ financial reserve.

Experimental data for a typical market were analyzed numerically and
the developed model was verified, that showed that this model and numerical
algorithms developed to solve dynamic problems of deformable clusters, which
are based on the model of n-dimensional ellipsoids, ensure a high accuracy for
description of the clusters’ motion.

The elaborated model gives the possibility to develop an efficient mathe-
matical instrument for solving a number of practical problems in economics:
prediction of development dynamics for mass sales markets under conditions
of both stable functioning and appearance of crisis processes; estimation of the
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influence of marketing actions realized by a seller and a manufacturer of goods
on dynamics of sales’ market; management for a mass sales market by the way
of construction of optimal economic and marketing strategies. The advantage
of the model is relative small number of input parameters with a high forecast
precision even in the long run.
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